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“Don't Slam Me," says a sign on the door to the "head" (toilets) in the Los Angeles-Class 

nuclear submarine on which I am a two-day visitor, "I'm in the Silent Service." A stylized 

dolphin swims between the admonitory lines, the same symbol of the submariner that disports 

itself in a symmetrical pair on the chests of many of the officers and crew; from a distance the 

pair looks like a wave, or a curlicue. Officers wear gold dolphins, some of the crew wear silver; 

the insignia must be earned, and not all the men have qualified for them yet. On the blue 

leisure suits known as "poopy suits" worn, once underway, by officers and enlisted men alike, 

the insignia are rendered as cloth patches, like two-dimensional versions of an already-stylized 

version of a far-distant reality. Sometimes on surface trips, the men tell me, dolphins will play 

off the submarine's bow.  

Not only the doors to the head carry this warning not to slam, but the doors between sections 

of the corridors as well. Only the huge watertight door to the engine room, behind which lie the 

complicated intestines of the nuclear reactor and its attendant machines laid out like organized 

tan-painted spaghetti, which must be cranked open, is without this label. This door cannot, in 

any case, be slammed at all. Its watertightness is a safety measure: if the functional part of the 

ship, from which protrudes the screw that moves it through the water, floods, the watertight 

door will ensure that at least the remainder of the crew is saved.  

Sound carries. This is what we may not forget. It carries especially well underwater, and 

through solids. Any noise within the ship, its skipper tells the group of us "VIP" visitors around 

the wardroom table the first night, carries out through the shell and can be read as human 

noise by an enemy ship's sonars, betraying our presence. Anything that is not the clicks and 

pops of normal life underwater can betray us: doors slamming, a wrench dropped into the 

bilge. And the submarine force works through silence. The idea is to lurk, unknown, black-

painted on the outside and full of light and machines, within the light-starved depths of alien 

waters. Noise kills. Silence is all.  



Until only a few years ago, the submarine service was truly the "Silent Service." Very little was 

divulged to the outside world about these soundless-as-possible cigar-shaped killing machines, 

whose success in the 1970s and 1980s was measured primarily in terms of what they prevented 

from happening. Merely knowing that such potential launching pads of warheads were off their 

coasts is supposed to have deterred regional tyrants as well as the Evil Empire from carrying 

out its worst plans. This, at any rate, is the theory. The threat was multiplied through secrecy: 

the more of our submarines that could be imagined to be suspended in the depths, the greater 

the deterrence. Silence not only within the ships, but concerning them.  

Silence aboard the submarine is still enjoined, but silence concerning the submarine fleet has 

been abandoned. That first night in the wardroom and on several occasions thereafter, we 

visitors find out why. We find out at the same time why we are being treated so well. For there 

is no question but that our position is privileged: we are allowed in practically all nooks and 

crannies, the men are polite to us as we clog the corridors, and time has been set aside for the 

officers to give us tours. We are even allowed to drive the ship, one of us sitting at the wheel 

that tilts the ship's nose up and down, another controlling the lateral movements.  

As we find out, the secret on these is to not over-react: used to automobiles with their instant 

visual reaction as we are, we all swing the wheel wildly to left or right, feeling no reaction and 

thinking we have failed to turn enough. The rapid sinking or rising of the red digital numbers on 

the control panel before us, after a pause of five or six seconds, sends us careening wildly in 

the opposite direction. Pushing in on the depth wheel makes the ship dive; pulling up makes it 

rise. We learn gradually to damp our enthusiasm, and in any case the great dark ship reacts 

only sluggishly to our adolescent-style joyriding and stays, more or less, its course.  

The skipper, a businesslike graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy, where I teach English 

literature to midshipmen, is by his own admission more comfortable with actions than words, 

and seems glad to leave the talking to the admiral who is getting in his sea time by 

accompanying us. This admiral, also a USNA alumnus, is in charge of the entire group of 

submarines of which this is a member. He is almost stupifyingly articulate, and very clear in 

explaining to us the reasons for things. Such as the fact that if he does not go on a submarine 

two days a month, he ceases to draw his supplemental sea pay. Or the fact that we have been 

invited on board ship in a conscious effort to publicize the submarine fleet, something that only 

a handful of years ago would have been thought highly dangerous and unnecessary to boot.  



In the deep freeze (or hot frenzy?) of the Cold War, the necessity and desirability of the 

submarine force was taken for granted. Money was flowing. Military hardware was a desirable 

commodity. Nowadays the justification for such amazing microcosmic worlds as this within 

which we sit, many hundreds of feet beneath the Atlantic on our way from the ship's homebase 

of Groton, CT to Annapolis, is less self-evident. At least to Congress, which in this era of 

shrinking budgets must apportion ever-scarcer funds. Will the Navy get all the Seawolf 

submarines it wants? Clearly now it is worried. Hence the sudden willingness to tolerate 

interlopers like ourselves, and even to make them welcome. Hence, in short, this almost 

crushing assault of charm, which includes such calculated PR gestures as presenting us, before 

we leave, with framed pictures of the submarine and photographs of ourselves at the periscope, 

put together on board during our voyage.  

The admiral reiterates that, though the Russian submarine force sits largely undeployed, it still 

contains submarines at the peak of technical excellence. Which, in the world of submarines, 

means submarines that are fully as quiet as, if not quieter than, the wondrous machine around 

us. We are engaged in a war of silence, spending millions--or rather, billions, a new submarine 

costing between 1.5 and 2.5 billion dollars--in order to reduce noise. To lurk unheard, seeing 

but not seen, this is the aim of the submarine force. Tell our congressmen, he all but says.  

Clearly we visitors are also held to be sufficiently important to be worth this all-out barrage by 

affability. As a mere English professor, I have the guilty sense of being here under false 

pretenses. Surely this eloquence is better directed at the other members of our party, which 

includes a bestselling novelist, the mayor of the city of Annapolis (after which this ship, the 

U.S.S. Annapolis, is named and which is our destination), and the president of tiny but 

respected St. John's College, whose campus adjoins that of the Naval Academy in Annapolis. I 

smile politely and defer to the other members of my party under the barrage of words. Still, I 

reflect now, a week after the fact, perhaps the Admiral's effort is not wasted on me; how many 

of the others of our party sit now at their computers, organizing in words the effects of this so-

packed two-day journey in the Faberge egg creation of an inward-turned world?  

Sadly, despite enormous patience and tolerance for what is surely our annoying presence on 

board, not to mention the admiral's explanations that would, I think, convince a stone if not 

members of Congress, I cannot say that more submarines are necessary, or that funds should 

be allocated for even the stripped-down version of the Seawolf. Surely we are not meant to 

influence decisions on expenditures because we have been so well-treated by such affable 

people?  



I listen to the admiral explaining, explaining, full of the admiration of one wordsmith for another 

at the coherence and structure that pours from his mouth. Perhaps I am paying too much 

attention to form and not enough to content. I find myself thinking, as he talks and the skipper 

seems to be lost in his own thoughts at the head of the table, that I can tell by looking at him 

what he looked like as a midshipman, like my students of today. Some people grow older 

through deformation of their youthful selves, the hard contours of the twenty-year-old burying 

beneath layers of more malleable surface, or altering as if substances had been interjected from 

within. This man, I think, preserves the boyish grin, the set jaw, and the mop of hair he must 

have sported when he was younger than his own son, himself a recent USNA graduate, as the 

admiral proudly tells us. Take away a few sun-wrinkles, and a young man sits before us. I do 

not know why it is that this impresses me so; perhaps it is through premonitions of my own 

aging, perhaps I am merely being insufficiently attentive to the polemical edge of what we are 

hearing.  

The admiral explains to us why the current proposals of the Navy before Congress are so 

reasonable: cost-cutting has reduced the price tag well below two billion a ship (specifically, 

buying off-the-rack components rather than custom-made ones and designing the ship around 

them). He names names in Congress: who seems in favor, who is vacillating, who needs to be 

talked around. He is upbeat, confident that the reasonableness of the Navy's position and the 

fact that it can be so well justified by arguments. I mentally contrast this to the 1980s scenario, 

where the military got what it wanted merely by asking. Or to the way the Senate now is 

forcing money on the armed forces it has not said it needed. Suddenly I am confused.  

Our very presence on board, at any rate, is a sign of changing times, as is the speech we are 

listening to. Silence has given way to volubility, night to day, secrecy (within limits) to 

disclosure. We are only one group in a long string of VIP parties who have been invited on 

board this ship, submerged for a day or two, dined if not wined (alcohol is forbidden while 

underway) allowed the run of the ship and encouraged to get in the way of the officers and 

men trying to do their jobs.  

Our visit is admittedly a bit out of the ordinary, I gather, in that we are actually going 

somewhere, underwater. The ship makes many runs out into the waters off the coast of 

Groton/New London, laden with people whose support is sought, submerges briefly to allow the 

guests to say that they have done so, and then returns to port. Door to door, it all takes an 

afternoon. There are the occasional surface transits that take a day. Or, alternately, trips 

starting in Florida, where the Continental Shelf is smaller and where submersion is possible 



sooner; the disadvantage here is that people have to get themselves to Florida. I have had only 

to get in an afternoon train. Soon, it seems, trips on a submarine will be as common as hot air 

balloon rides over the Serengeti, or airplane rides over Manhattan. Except that one still has to 

be invited. I am amused to find myself the beneficiary of changing times, at the receiving end 

of this offensive of openness.  

The aim of the submarine service, watchful silence, is a curiously voyeuristic aim, I think that 

evening, surveying the world of virtual reality spread out in the blinking numbers, glowing bar 

graphs, and complex grids on the screens of the control room, existing in what is at best a 

highly mediated relation with reality. What we are meant to do is watch, and wait. But it is 

through mechanical eyes that we watch, and our data are numbers and charts. We are the 

mechanical peeping toms of the world.  

In front of us are machines that, in case of offensive action, will be programmed by software to 

fire off torpedoes or missiles at ships or land targets: the operator will not even know what the 

target is when he puts in the disc. There are screens that show large and small maps with 

updated information on the position of battleships. On other panels are the numbers that tell us 

where we are in the ocean, on the surface, or within the range where we must begin to fear for 

the pressure of the water upon our hull. In an adjoining room, men stare at the bar graphs of 

the sonar equipment, where dandruff-like snow is the norm and from which experienced eyes 

try to read patterns from the static that might be other vessels. Here the world is translated into 

its mechanical equivalents, with which living human beings must somehow interact. Success in 

battle is translated into two glowing blips intersecting one another on a silent screen; disaster 

could be measured in a column of rapidly dropping numbers, the liquid crystal display flickering 

with the bony joints of right-angled numbers itself oblivious to the implications of the death it is 

telegraphing to those within the ship.  

Of course, there is the periscope, whose data, if still mediated, come a bit closer to "reality": 

when on the surface of the water, the operator actually can look at images from the world, 

though themselves reflected back and forth on mirrors. And, with the permission of the chief of 

the watch, we visitors can mount in the "sail" while on the surface, go up the ladder to that 

graceful spine-like protuberance on top of the submarine that breaks the water first. Up here on 

top, there is room for several men, if they sit on the side, harnessed onto a cleat.  

I go up the first afternoon, and find it like being on a sailboat, skimming the surface of the 

water and watching Montauk Point on the end of Long Island disappear into the haze. I wonder 



if I am being childish by being so attached to a "real" view of the sky, and offer several times to 

leave. Everyone is unfailingly polite, however, and I stay above until I am drenched by a 

passing wave. By the next day, submerged as we are, I stifle the desire for sky, and am ready 

to accept the numbers and lines on screens as sufficient evidence that the world exists. If I 

need any further proof, there is a photograph in the wardroom of the city of Annapolis 

complete with a great blue sky overhead, and we have watched a video on the wardroom 

television set that shows many outdoor scenes. What more contact with the world can we 

want?  

I quickly understand the fundamental lesson about submarines: space is at a premium, and it is 

not wasted. We visitors, with a couple of extra visiting officers, are put in the nine-man 

berthing, in roominess somewhere between the staterooms of the junior officers (only the 

captain and the executive officer have private rooms), which include two beds, and those 

meant for the men, who are in rooms containing twenty to thirty beds. In fact, save for the 

number of beds in a space, the set-up is identical to the latter, crew berthing. Like theirs, our 

bunks are stacked three to a wall section, but in an area that is freezing cold. Once, I have 

heard, it was a computer room. Now several wall lockers house a motley collection of bestseller 

paperback books: the ship's library, as it is called.  

I have been assigned the bottom bunk, and must slide in by holding onto the edge of the top 

bunk in the stack. The man in the top sleeps under boxes and controls only inches from his 

nose; for me it is the reading light and the bottom of the shelf above my head that would give 

me a nasty bruise if I were to toss and turn in my sleep.  

Coffin-like though this space is, it is nonetheless the only place on the ship that gives me 

anything approaching privacy. With the curtain drawn up the side, I can at least read here, or 

lose myself in meditation, or nap to offset the effects of the unaccustomed schedule. These 

include the fact that underwater, the days are eighteen hours long, divided into three six-hour 

shifts; meals are served four times a day, and only the fact that the earliest one includes eggs 

and bacon indicates (I am told) that on the surface it is morning.  

Aside from my bunk and the toilet where the user hesitates to linger, I soon discover, there is 

no privacy. The officers' wardroom, which is our public space for the time we are on board, is 

usually being used either for meals (two seatings at each mealtime, save breakfast, like on a 

train) or is full of people talking. Certainly we indolent visitors with no chores are largely the 

cause of this. Still, I wonder somewhat petulantly, is there no silence in this world-turned-



inward? I am glad I have brought ear plugs and a sleep mask; at least I can find oblivion in my 

bed, which I find made for me the next morning by a helpful crew member.  

The lack of space, I just as quickly note, means that physical proximity is a fact. The corridors 

are so narrow that people must brush by one another; in the officers' head, two of us are lined 

up in towels by the sink waiting for the shower stall, with a third man having to edge by us to 

shave at the single aluminum sink. Looking for space, I have seized upon mention of the 

"exercise room." I later ask if I may see it, naively imagining something like the cramped but 

adequate room with a few Universal Gym machines I have used on board a comparable visit to 

an Aegis cruiser several years ago. (The Naval Academy tries to get its professors "into the 

fleet" so that we can see what awaits our students.)  

The reaction to my request is considerably more hesitant than I have been programmed to 

expect in this world where I find myself the honored guest. I must be escorted. By now I am 

with the only other civilian USNA professor on board, who is willing to explore but is by no 

means as eager as I to find the exercise room; he looks as if he gladly would be out of the 

embarrassing situation I have created. I persist, or rather simply wait, and soon a seaman 

arrives to accompany us. He is smiling; for him this may be the alternative to more onerous 

duties.  

We go through the airtight door into the engine room, making our way through turbines and 

water-creation equipment, air scrubbers and reduction gears. I am a bit confused; how is this 

leading us to the exercise room? Suddenly the seaman escorting us stops and tugs at a 

tarpaulin under one of the tan tubes between which we have been making our way. "This is the 

rowing machine," he says, and sure enough, in a moment the tarp reveals the fins of a machine 

tucked in under the curve of the giant tank. "You have to pull it out to use it," he explains. This 

is a model with only virtual oars, or rather a mechanism that does not protrude. "You put it 

back when you're done with it," he adds, somewhat unnecessarily.  

There is, in addition, an exercise bike whose use involves not only repositioning but leaning 

sideways and cricking the neck, and a Nordic Track, tucked away in another crevasse. The long 

space between turbines in which we stand is wide enough to do push-ups in, he explains. It is 

also the smoking area.  

"Smoking area?" I ask, aghast at thinking of the self-enclosed atmosphere on board. Our guide 

explains that smoking will be prohibited utterly as of the year 2000; until that date it is 

permitted only at several fifteen-minute intervals during the day. Later I am in the engine room 



again during what happens to be a smoking interval; the alarms go off and we must leave the 

area, which (as the lieutenant now accompanying me tells me) is always what happens at 

smoking time. Though all know the alarms are the result of the cigarettes, the threat is treated 

as a real one.  

At any rate, on this first visit to the engine room, my interest has deflated quickly. After 

understanding that the exercise room was in fact only a few pieces of equipment shoved under 

machinery, I am disappointed, and realize that my reaction comes from the fact that I had 

imagined a refuge, a place fenced off from the reality of this so-compacted world. The seaman 

confesses that few of the men have what it takes to keep up fitness under the long haul, and 

the machines are infrequently used. On the way out he runs his hand across a ventilator grid, 

and shows us the oil film on it. "The air is full of oil," he tells us. "We're breathing it right now." 

He looks at us, then away.  

In fact there is no private space, no recreation, no respite from the machinery that wraps 

around us and that I and my fellow visitors alone are exempt from serving. I have visions of 

Fritz Lang's 1927 fantasy film Metropolis, where proletariat workers whose bodies have all but 

been sacrificed to a vast network of under-surface machines toil to ensure the leisure of those 

who play on the surface. The men here live and breathe (quite literally, according to the 

seaman) the machinery, sometimes up to six months at a time. And that at what must seem 

the momentary whims of the government, or the development of foreign threats. My lieutenant 

friend of the following day, whom I recognize as a former student in an off-hours seminar I 

helped run some years ago, tells me that he had one day's notice last fall before leaving his 

wife of less than a year. The ship returned six months later.  

Not all the time was spent underwater, of course, though the point of nuclear power is to 

permit virtually unlimited submersion. As the skipper proudly tells us several times in the course 

of our journey, only the amount of food the ship can carry caps its ability to stay submerged. A 

submarine makes its own water, cleans its own air, and discharges its waste. Exceptionally, 

during this trip up the coast all waste is being stowed so as to comply with the stringent 

Chesapeake Bay requirements. The result is the bags of trash we see in the pantry the next day 

that must be taken out to get at the canned food. How much food can it carry? we ask the 

supply officer escorting us. It turns out that three months' worth is considered the normal 

maximum; four months is stretching it. In the case of a period exceeding ninety days, food 

must be stored under bunks, in crevasses (battened down, so that it does not shift in case of 

tilts), in seats. Already it fills the benches in the crew's mess, piles on enclosed shelves, and 



generally seeps between more substantial shapes like sand gradually silting over the shape of a 

sphinx or an abandoned capital city in the desert.  

The ship carries a crew of about 130 men. Where do they all sleep? I wonder, having only seen 

a few dormitory-like cabins. I find out on a visit to the torpedo room, at the front of the ship. 

Under the suspended torpedoes is a space of a few feet between the underbelly of the weapons 

and the floor of the ship. On this shallow shelf, at the level of our feet, are arranged what seem 

a wall-to-wall sea of mattresses, laid out in two rows. At first I am appalled. Mattress touches 

mattress, separated only by flimsy metal dividers at the end meant for the mens' heads, which 

face in, meeting in the middle of the two rows of length-to-length bedding that can be fit in 

under these hanging cartridges. On my first visit the mattresses are empty. Later, when I come 

by again, I see rows of hairy legs and naked feet (the bottoms of feet are shockingly intimate, I 

think, exposed puffy pads) protruding from under the missiles: men trying to sleep during their 

shift's programmed "night." We visitors are not encouraged to be particularly quiet, and the 

chief petty officer, or "chief," in charge of the torpedoes is voluble in his enthusiasm. On the 

way out I ask how the men can sleep in all this light and noise. The question itself seems to 

surprise him. "They get used to it," he tells us.  

Here is where the metaphors go crazy: the all but naked bodies of exhausted, celibate men laid 

out row on row underneath the great hanging genitalia of this ship, the multiple phalli whose 

expulsions outward are the reason for all the so-complex machines around them. Sleep under 

the torpedoes. If this is not sacrifice to the great Moloch of the machine, the sublimation of 

individual male potency to the greater collective one, I have never seen it; the total dedication 

of human lives to hardware. At present, no women are permitted in the submarine service: I 

have seen how complicated it would be to fence off areas of privacy, even how difficult it would 

be to find the space for two sets of toilets. This is probably not the way it appears to the men 

who sleep here, who undoubtedly see nothing odd about sleeping inches from the torpedo 

casing. At first my question as to whether men were meant to sleep under the weapons like 

this, as cans of tuna fish are stowed under bunks or the rowing machine under a turbine, 

obviously seemed odd to the chief in charge of the torpedo room. I insist, rephrasing: "Surely 

the sub can't have been designed to have men sleep here."  

Suddenly he understands how strange this must seem from my perspective. No, it turns out, 

the sub is not designed this way: this is a human touch. These sleeping arrangements are 

preferable to the intended alternative, namely having men sleep in shifts in the more 

permanent bunks such as those I have to sandwich myself into. This practice is known, in the 



Navy version of military folk-poetry, as "hot-racking": the rack, or bed, is imagined not even to 

cool between the men who sleep in shifts. This utilization of otherwise wasted space under the 

hanging torpedoes that seems so inhuman to the outsider is actually a step toward giving each 

man his own private place, albeit small. It is logical the men will prefer to sleep under the 

torpedoes rather than hot-rack.  

The chief is exultant, swaying back and forth with almost exaggeratedly masculine body 

language, dancing back and forth from foot to foot like a prize fighter. "This is what it's all 

about," he tells us. "It kills them that they only exist to serve my torpedoes." He runs his hand 

lovingly over the casing beside us, underneath which protrude several pairs of what seem over-

sized feet. I think of the final scene in Dr. Strangelove, with Slim Pickins riding the bomb down 

to destruction, but hold my peace. He explains the capabilities of his weapons, explains that the 

casing drops off the torpedo as it exits, slightly at an angle to avoid the sonar equipment. The 

torpedo containing nuclear weapons is a mock-up only, he tells us, and pats the container 

fondly. They use it for practice.  

Missiles are intended for land targets: the advantage of shooting them from a submarine is that 

this is done from international waters, and from secrecy. No U.S. land troops are threatened. 

The chief makes much of the way these are targeted at specific buildings miles away on dry 

land, and of their accuracy. I do not ask about the way the accuracy of these missiles was given 

out, in the early days of the Gulf War, to be near 100%, a figure that has since dropped 

alarmingly.  

In fact, I am less interested in the land missiles than m the torpedoes, whose intended target is 

other ships. These are wire-guided, I learn to my surprise, that is to say they trail an umbilical 

cord that lies coiled up at their base and unravels as they travel. This wire allows fine-tuned 

steering; when it breaks, the torpedo can still guide itself from the ship, albeit not so well as 

through the wire. To me, knowing nothing of how these weapons work, the wire seems almost 

charmingly atavistic, quaintly old-fashioned. That such hardware would, after all, still have to be 

attached in some way to the mother ship seems to me proof that the principles of birth hold 

good even here. Only when they explode is the cord ruptured.  

I feel awash in metaphors of male and female, yin and yang, visions of birth-in-death. For this 

reason, I am taken by the fact that the way the torpedoes work is not by penetration, but by 

creating a giant air bubble m explosion near the hull of the enemy vessel. True to their 

somehow female-related metaphorical selves, given birth by the ship rather than being 



ejaculated, they act by making a great void, destroying through space rather than penetration. 

The air bubble the missile creates on exploding raises the target ship out of the water and then 

creates a hole into which the enemy vessel, while splatting back down into the water, twists, or 

breaks its back. Somehow the hermaphroditic quality of the torpedo room is congruent to the 

odd male/femaleness of the ship itself, with its phallic shape and permanently erect weapons, 

its internal world packed away inside like female genitalia. And cigar-shaped though it is and 

fed on sublimated male potency, its greatest virtue seems a traditionally "female" one, silent 

presence in darkness, the prevention of action rather than action itself.  

Utilization of all space, dedication to the machine that surrounds us and through whose entrails 

we make our way: this is the nature of life on a submarine, a life made possible only through 

the cultivating of precise, methodical action by all men at all times. I am impressed by the 

extreme professionalism of the men who are part of the machine. That first night, as our 

discussion in the wardroom grows more metaphysical, the college president asks how the 

nature of warfare from a submarine can be made to jibe with traditional "military" virtues of 

strength and courage. He is referring, I think, to the passivity that has become a virtue here, 

and to the meticulous reading of data that replaces the swinging of a sword.  

The skipper seems not to understand the question. This is merely his life, the job that he was 

trained to do. I am struck by the way the exultant chief in the torpedo room stroking his 

gleaming casings contrasts to the ranks of screens and blips on monitors of the control room, 

and is the exception in the ship as a whole. Is the service of this machine of war like manning 

any other machine in the control room? Or do they think themselves warriors? I am not sure I 

know by the time I leave the ship.  

The last day, when we surface to make our way up the Chesapeake Bay--treacherous ground 

for all boaters, I am told--there is an all-hands reveille at 4:45 A.M. Shifts are disregarded; all 

the men are up. After the p.a. system is silent, I manage to sleep again, but when I stumble 

out of our berthing around 7, find the corridors aglow with artificial daylight and men going 

busily to and fro. The artificial night is equally startling: the evening before, I have had to make 

my way in utter darkness along the corridor to the control room, crashing into several dark 

shapes of men along the way and muttering apologies, only to find the control room itself 

plunged into near-equal darkness broken only by the flickering of the screens.  

Twelve hours later, the navigator, a young lieutenant who graduated from the academy the 

year I arrived, is still charting the ship's course, relaying each direction to the chief of the deck 



who relays it to the actual ship's driver. The executive officer is dragging but alert. The skipper 

has been up in the sail since the wee hours, watching the visual aids that the man at the 

periscope is reporting down in the control room and talking on the walkie-talkie. How do they 

do it? I wonder. How to explain the fact that bottom-of-the-totem-pole young men actually 

driving the ship do not go crazy?  

My eyes had begun to blur after a few minutes, though this may have been partly because of 

my frustration with my inability to do correctly what I was being allowed to do. These young 

men have their specialty, I have been told: the driver always drives, the radar man always 

watches the radar. There is not even the respite of variety. How can this young man watch the 

numbers rise and fall for six hours? Not to mention six months times six hours?  

High spirits can be fatal, and daydreaming is discouraged. There is no room for levity, despite 

the long hours. The day before, the navigator has talked us through our course up the 

Chesapeake, mentioning each buoy and lighthouse as if we would remember them. He notes 

that there will be a tendency to high spirits, with port and four days liberty approaching. "You 

have to catch that early," he notes soberly.  

Seeing such business-like dedication to duty, I am almost glad to have caught one of the 

screen-watchers fooling around with a computer program showing what ships are where in the 

Mediterranean. I ask what he is doing; the executive officer is tolerant. "He's just bored," he 

says. In a minute the young man, scrawny and a bit pockmarked, rises from his seat to draw a 

half-inch-long addition in felt-tipped pen to the chart of the ship's course splayed out across the 

wall. Then he sits down again, and a moment later is once again off the coast of Greece.  

This part of the journey is at periscope depth. The night before, we have surfaced, all the 

visitors invited into this very control room that now hums with efficiency and relayed 

commands, staffed by tired-looking men swigging the eternal coffee from cups set in wire no-

tip baskets attached to the edges of tables and to poles. In one of the PR videos we have been 

shown the previous afternoon (spookily self-referential, I think, seeing produced-for-the-public 

rah-rah videos about the necessity for submarines within the wardroom of one example, like 

the tiny replica of the house in Edward Albee's Tiny Alice that catches fire when the house 

around it does) we have watched a submarine make a spectacular surfacing maneuver, 

breaking the surface like a nose-up whale spewing white foam and almost splatting down to 

horizontal on the surface of the water. Since this, an emergency surface, is something that has 



to be tried out periodically anyway to make sure it functions, the skipper decides to give us a 

treat. We will come up off Norfolk in this manner.  

We stand, scarcely daring to breathe, in the pitch-black control room where red numbers 

provide no help to eyes unused to the darkness, in a space that in darkness bears no relation to 

the room we have by now seen so often in the light. I have to be led to my position, and am 

planted on a chair. Even so, I step on a man's leg, and feel dark shapes all around me.  

The square numbers on the control panel flicker and our depth increases. We go to four 

hundred feet. The depth is relayed back and forth in the darkness. The captain gives the 

command for an emergency surface. Suddenly we feel the room tilting. I hold onto my chair. 

The numbers flicker by. Three hundred. Two hundred. When they flicker past fifty, then forty 

feet, we abruptly feel the world heave above the surface and fall back. It is fun, but still a 

gentler feeling than the video would have suggested, a giant surge rather than a splat. Now we 

are on the surface, where we will remain until we dock in Annapolis.  

This also means, we are once again subject to the ebbing and swelling of the waves, and it is 

with a prayer of thanks that I am not subject to sea-sickness that I go to sleep that night. The 

next day, once again on dry land, I spend several hours feeling the fluids in my ears sloshing 

back and forth. Or so it seems, my body having unconsciously internalized the motions of the 

ship in an effort to convince itself that they were normal and flatness the abnormality.  

It takes me a day or two as well to feel anything approaching hunger, and to digest all of the 

slabs of red meat, the doubled portions of starches, and the desserts composed, it seems, 

largely of chocolate chips and whipped cream--not to mention the ubiquitous trays of chips and 

salsa, the tubs of salted, greasy nuts that accompanied every briefing. You learn to say no, 

several people had told me. Still, in a world without room even to stretch and where the 

exercise machines cause you to get a crick in the neck, and where men eat as an alternative to 

sex, the temptation to gorge must be great. Many of the men are marked by pastiness and 

incipient guts.  

I have mentioned to one of the officers, a man about my own age, how impressed I have been 

by the efficiency and devotion to duty of the crew. He accepts the compliment, then observes 

that we have seen them under the best of circumstances: a brief voyage with visitors, followed 

by a liberty port. I can imagine how human nature must take over after a month at sea, much 

less six. Clearly I was not meant to be part of such a world, but it has been fun playing the 

pampered outsider, wearing the suit, and imagining myself a cog in such a larger machine.  



To the seaman who showed us the rowing machine and who told us that each breath inhaled 

oil, I said, "I wonder if God meant people to live under the surface of the sea." He replied, "I 

wonder the same thing. I have three months left." I was aware just how fatuous my comment 

was, and reflect how God seems to let us do pretty nearly anything we take a mind to do. Are 

such objects as the U.S.S. Annapolis Frankenstein's monsters sleeping? Submarines have gone 

down with all hands, such as the U.S.S. Thresher, crushed and sinking to the bottom in silence: 

there is something peculiarly horrible about such a death. On the other hand, automobiles such 

as I drive daily are daily involved in fatal wrecks.  

Nor does it seem a greater temptation of fate that the submarine is nuclear-powered: I have 

been overwhelmed by the policing measures undertaken to ensure safety, the way the ship 

contains back-ups to back-ups. The men, we have been assured numerous times, actually get 

less exposure to radiation than they would on the surface, from natural sources.  

Still, this "hunter-killer" submarine named after my own town of residence seems more 

thought-provoking to the metaphysician than other instruments designed solely for war. In the 

fact of enclosure, it may be comparable to the land tank or an airplane. Yet there is something 

reassuring about all land weapons, or those from which we can actually see out, like airplanes, 

and something profoundly unsettling about a world set under the surface of the sea, full of men 

eating, sleeping, and talking, with luck invisible to and undetected by the world outside, linked 

to "reality" only through blips on screens and with no other reason than holding in readiness 

such weapons of destruction as we hope will never be fired. Even a spacecraft, in some ways 

the most unsettling of all our crafts, has a window to the outside world, and moves brazenly 

forward through the stratosphere.  

Perhaps because of its self-enclosure, there seems in a submarine to be even less distinction 

than elsewhere between man and hardware, individual being and vector quality. And this, 

perhaps, helps provide the answer to the question raised by my fellow guest the college 

president of the relation of traditional battle virtues to those appropriate to the submarine. In a 

macrocosmic version, this situation seems to approach that of the lone Marine storming a 

beach, become only a carrier for his weapon. We on the submarine are part of a whole larger 

than ourselves, but our indistinguishability from the hardware we have become is just as 

absolute. I think of the poster for the Marines that was posted for a while in our usually so 

pacific English department hallways: it showed a young man in full camouflage, including face 

paint. "Smart Weapon," it said. Even the foot-soldier or "grunt" "marries his rifle." So too the 

submarine is a "Smart Weapon," though it involves 150 men rather than a single one. In both 



cases, the tool is indistinguishable from the person attached to it. If we can talk of courage in 

the case of the rifle-toting grunt, we can talk of it in a submarine.  

Probably this symbiotic relation, if an accurate description of the nature of submarine warfare, 

would have appalled Immanuel Kant, who insisted that human beings be treated as ends in 

themselves rather than means. For this is the glorification of the human being as means, that 

which powers the unliving metal. It may be that this kind of subsuming of energy is somehow 

contrary to human nature, which strives to define itself in contrast to the world outside rather 

than through it. But if so, is the victory over the self that such fusion with others and brute 

matter represents not for that reason greater when we achieve it?  

Or is the philosophical conundrum posed by submarines not rather the fact that the greatest 

action in submarine warfare, at least in recent years, is inaction? Perhaps it is this that my 

fellow visitor was referring to. Can we even speak of honor and courage when something is 

prevented or when silence is the greatest good? What courage does it take to operate a 

computer terminal? How does honor enter into the slipping into a machine of a pre-

programmed disc that guides missiles? How is damping down our noises an act of military 

bravery?  

It may be that, if these actions do entail so-called traditional military virtues such as courage 

and honor, they do so almost in a Buddhist fashion. For is it not possible that the conquest of 

human nature is greatest of all when what we have achieved is something neither more nor 

less than taut waiting, passivity with all senses on the alert, potential rather than actualization? 

If we humans share the urge to alter the world, perhaps the blunting of this so-fundamental 

desire is the greatest act of courage, and the successful carrying-out of a mission of this nature 

in the highest an honorable act. It may, that is, be that the greatest victory achieved in 

submarines is that of its inhabitants over themselves. But has this not always, finally, been the 

goal of the military life, as of the religious one?  

As far as that goes, there may be yet one final victory in the state of potency held in check that 

hunter-killer submarines represent, of a peeping tom with an erection. Is this state of active 

inaction, of absolute alertness whose highest goal is the very lack of an outcome not 

comparable to the state of eternal desire frozen on Keats's urn? Bold lover, never, never can'st 

thou kiss, the narrator tells the bas-relief boy in pursuit of the bas-relief girl, both of whom are 

frozen in time. For the narrator, the bad news is clearly that the boy can never catch the girl. 

But on the other hand he will never fall out of love, and the gift will never grow old. Action and 



consummation in real life, Keats suggests, contain the seeds of their own destruction: only the 

pure potential is a perfect state. This dark cucumber with its potent inward life, its men 

indistinguishable from the machines that they serve and which, in return, give them life, 

submerged and waiting, its inhabitants hoping to return with their missiles intact: is this not the 

ultimate example of urn perfection, of action frozen before the moment of orgasm that destroys 

it?  

Alone in the silence of my book-lined office on dry land in the city of Annapolis, I think of the 

missiles eternally ready, constantly tested, of the ship full of men whose greatest success will 

be to return to their wives and girlfriends with no incident at all having occurred, and wonder.  

 


